Research investigating scene perception normally involves laboratory experiments using static images. Much has been learned about how observers look at pictures of the real world and the attentional mechanisms underlying this behaviour. However, the use of static, isolated pictures as a proxy for studying everyday attention in real environments has led to the criticism that such experiments are artificial. We report a new study that tests the extent to which the real world can be reduced to simpler laboratory stimuli. We recorded the gaze of participants walking on a university campus with a mobile eye tracker, and then showed static frames from this walk to new participants, in either a random or sequential order. The aim was to compare the gaze of participants walking in the real environment with fixations on pictures of the same scene. The data show that picture order affects interobserver fixation consistency and changes looking patterns. Critically, while fixations on the static images overlapped significantly with the actual real-world eye movements, they did so no more than a model that assumed a general bias to the centre. Remarkably, a model that simply takes into account where the eyes are normally positioned in the head-independent of what is actually in the scene-does far better than any other model. These data reveal that viewing patterns to static scenes are a relatively poor proxy for predicting real world eye movement behaviour, while raising intriguing possibilities for how to best measure attention in everyday life.
A central goal of cognitive psychology is to understand natural information processing-including everyday attention-through controlled experiments with laboratory stimuli. However, it has often been acknowledged that this method may fail to capture everyday human functioning because of low ecological validity (Gibson, 1979; Kingstone, Smilek, & Eastwood, 2008; Kingstone, Smilek, Ristic, Friesen, & Eastwood, 2003; Neisser, 1976; Risko, Richardson, & Kingstone, 2012) . For example, Gibson worried that our choice of laboratory stimuli did not always preserve the specific information and environmental context in which people operate. In the present study, we investigated this issue with regard to experiments attempting to measure attention in natural scenes.
In everyday life, humans typically align their body, head and eyes with items they wish to pay attention to. While this alignment is not mandatory (we can covertly attend to locations away from fixation, or focus on internal thoughts), measuring the distribution of fixations has become a standard way of assessing attention. In particular, fixations can be measured during the viewing of complex, naturalistic stimuli as a way to understand everyday attention. A large number of experiments have been conducted which use eyetracking to determine attended locations in natural images (see Foulsham, 2015 , for a review). The data from these experiments have been used to inform a variety of models of human visual attention. For example, researchers have asked how particular locations are prioritized when searching for an object (e.g., Eckstein, Drescher, & Shimozaki, 2006; Zelinsky, 2008) , and how image features from the periphery may be processed preattentively to drive attention in a bottom-up manner (Itti & Koch, 2001; Peters, Iyer, Itti, & Koch, 2005) .
There are many advantages of eyetracking for testing such models. The eyes move frequently, providing behaviour which can be directly observed and measured, unlike covert attention. The series of fixated locations can provide both a summary and a time-course of how attention moves over a stimulus. This allows experiments using complex images, and as there is excellent evidence that covert attention moves to a target location before the execution of a saccade (e.g., Deubel & Schneider, 1996) , it is a reasonable assumption that fixation and attention are routinely coupled. Finally, considerable progress has also been made in understanding the brain mechanisms involved in generating and guiding saccadic eye movements (e.g., McDowell, Dyckman, Austin, & Clementz, 2008) .
Despite these advantages, several researchers have acknowledged the fact that most experimental data on this topic are derived from experiments with static images that are quite different from real scenes (Henderson, 2007; Tatler, Hayhoe, Land, & Ballard, 2011) . This raises issues not dissimilar from those identified by Gibson (1979) and Neisser (1976) in their criticisms of artificial laboratory science. In a typical experiment, participants are shown a series of unrelated images for less than 10 s each. This "picture viewing paradigm" is convenient for experimenters, and there is no doubt that it allows researchers to evaluate how different features within a scene are prioritized. By acting as a surrogate for the real world, pictures of natural scenes can be viewed and interpreted like the real environment, and there remain interesting questions about how attention is deployed in this situation. However, Tatler et al. (2011) argue that picture viewing is unlikely to tell us much about natural visual attention, and that a reliance on this paradigm has led to models of attention that overemphasize pixel and feature-based guidance. Their critique points out that static scenes are typically smaller than our view of the real world, and that they do not replicate dynamic cues. Crucially, images do not provide a space in which participants can act, and therefore the attentional demands are likely to be very different from actual natural behaviour. From an ecological point-of-view, pictures of a scene do not "afford" the same behaviours as the real world itself. Images may also introduce systematic biases because of framing (such as a tendency to look in the centre of an image) and their sudden onset in an experiment (Foulsham & Underwood, 2008; Tatler et al., 201l; Tatler & Vincent, 2009 ).
The present study tests the validity of picture viewing as a surrogate for natural gaze, in a way that has not been done in previous investigations. We describe results from a new study, comparing participants looking at static images to those who observed the same scenes while walking in the real world in Foulsham, Walker, and Kingstone (2011) . There is a growing amount of research documenting gaze in active, natural tasks including walking, driving, sports and carrying out sequential everyday routines (Hayhoe & Ballard, 2005; Land, 2009; Land, Mennie, & Rusted, 1999) . However, there are far fewer investigations comparing behaviour in these cases to attention in picture viewing.
In one exception to this, 't Hart et al. (2009) recorded gaze with a mobile eyetracker while six participants "behaved naturally" in a range of environments. They then replayed head-centred videos to eight participants viewing a screen in laboratory conditions. Participants in the lab saw either a continuous video replay of realworld exploration or a selection of static frames in a random order. Analysis focused on comparing fixations in the lab to those in the natural environment, and 't Hart et al. demonstrate a modest correlation, with fixations in the continuous replay condition being a better predictor of gaze in the real world than the static scenes. On the other hand, static frames (presented for 1 s) yielded the highest interobserver consistency, which was mainly because of a central bias triggered by the rapid onset of the scene. A natural question from this study concerns the relative importance of dynamic presentation and temporal contiguity. It appears from 't Hart et al. that a dynamic presentation is more likely to predict fixations in the real environment. However, because the static frames were presented in a random order the static condition would not have reflected the contiguity and context that is present in the natural environment. Moreover, because of the analysis used by 't Hart et al., it remains unclear how well static presentations-that remain the most commonly used in experiments-can predict fixations over and above general spatial biases.
In Foulsham et al. (2011) , we also replayed videos from a head-mounted eyetracker to participants in the lab. The mobile data came from participants walking unconstrained in an outdoor, campus environment. We found both similarities and differences in the way that gaze was distributed when walking in the real world or watching it unfold in the lab. Both conditions showed a central bias (which, in the case of the mobile eyetracking data, indicated that participants tended to fixate near the centre of the head frame-of-reference). Participants walking in the real world spent more time paying attention to the path, and less time looking at pedestrians who were close to the observer, but there were some objects and pedestrians that were fixated equally in both walking and watching. Thus, unlike the results from 't Hart et al. (2009); Foulsham et al. (2011) placed an emphasis on the differences between real-world gaze and fixations on video. However, because we looked at aggregate gaze times on objects of interest and not the pixel-based fixation coordinates at particular times, and because we did not test the commonly used static scene presentation in the lab, it is not straightforward to apply the results to attention in scene viewing.
In the present study, static scenes from the environment in Foulsham et al. (2011) were presented to participants in laboratory conditions. An important research approach for cognitive psychologists is to reduce real world behaviour to model tasks in the laboratory (see Kingstone et al., 2008) . In the domain of attention in scene perception, our analysis aims to identify the benefits and costs of simplifying environmental stimuli to static scenes, as well as to understand whether aspects, such as temporal order, are significant contributors to this process. We evaluated the degree to which the fixation distributions from a number of people looking at a picture could predict the actual gaze location of the person walking in the scene. In addition, we manipulated the order in which the static frames were presented so that they were either sequential, reinstating the temporal contiguity from the original walk, or randomly ordered. The vast majority of picture viewing studies consider isolated images presented in no particular order. However, the video evidence from 't Hart et al. (2009) , as well as studies investigating movie watching (Smith, Levin, & Cutting, 2012) and comic-strip reading (Foulsham et al., 2016) , suggest that presenting images in a coherent sequence will change the way that people allocate their attention. Therefore, we tested the effect of the minimal temporal context of providing images in a coherent order. Because the real world is often temporally predictable, particularly when we move through it at our own pace, a sequential order of static images should provide better conditions for predicting natural gaze.
Method

Mobile Eyetracking Data
Measurements of natural gaze come from Foulsham et al., (2011) , where they are described in full. In brief, 14 participants (9 women) were recorded during a self-guided walk across the UBC campus in Vancouver, Canada, walking outdoors in a mostly pedestrianized area. Their instructions were to walk from the laboratory to the students' union building to purchase a snack or a beverage, and then to walk back. No other explicit goals were given, and the route was not specified. Most participants took a similar journey, although slight variations (e.g., which side of the road was walked on) and day-to-day differences in the environment (because of weather, presence of vehicles, etc.) meant that the visual environment was not identical between different participants.
Gaze was recorded from one eye using the ASL MobileEye (Applied Science Labouratories; Bedford, MA), a glasses-mounted mobile eyetracker with a scene camera capturing the environment in front of the wearer. Eye position was sampled at 30 Hz and synchronized to the 30 fps video of the scene. The result was a set of videos showing the first person view of the walk, along with coordinates indicating the point of regard at each moment in time, relative to the head frame-of-reference.
Participants
Twenty-nine participants took part in the static scene viewing experiment. The participants were recruited from students at the University of British Columbia in Vancouver. All participants volunteered in return for payment or course credit, had normal or corrected-to-normal vision, and had not taken part in the mobile eyetracking experiment (although they would have been familiar with the local environment featured in the scenes). Participants were pseudorandomly allocated to either the Sequential or Random viewing condition (resulting in n ϭ 15 and n ϭ 14, respectively).
Stimuli and Apparatus
To represent a range of content from the real walk, while still collecting enough data for each scene, we selected six participant's videos from the mobile eyetracking experiment. These videos were representative of the others in the data set. Videos with poor lighting, considerable data loss, or variable weather conditions were not included. Videos were approximately 15 min in duration, and did not include the part of the original walk where the participant made a purchase from a coffee shop. Each video was further divided into 4 blocks of equal duration, which formed the basis of the viewing blocks in the scene experiment. We extracted a frame from the scene camera videos every 10 s (i.e., every 300th frame), from each of the blocks. This interval was chosen so that consecutive frames would not be identical, but would still reflect the temporal progress of the walk.
This resulted in a total of 567 image frames for use in the static scene viewing experiment. Each participant was pseudorandomly assigned to one of the six original walker's videos, such that an approximately equal number of observers saw each video (2-3 observers per condition, per video). During the experiment, each participant saw all of the frames from the assigned video. The exact number of frames varied because of differences in the length of the original walk, but ranged from 70 to 116 images per video. Frames were presented on a colour monitor at the original resolution (640 ϫ 480 pixels), centred on a grey background, where they subtended 25°ϫ 19°of visual angle.
Eye movements were recorded using the EyeLink II system (SR Research), which is a head-mounted, video based eyetracker. Eye position was recorded from the pupil image of one eye at 500 Hz, and saccades were detected automatically using velocity (30°/s) and acceleration (8,000°/s 2 ) thresholds. Participants viewed the scenes using a chinrest, which ensured that they were a fixed distance of 60 cm from the screen.
Static Scene Viewing Procedure
The procedure is summarised in Figure 1 . Participants were asked to freely view the series of images as if they were present in the scene. They were not explicitly informed about the goal of the original walk, although they may have intuited it (because it is a common route with which they would have been familiar). Following calibration of the eyetracker, each scene was presented for 5 s, followed by a blank screen for 1 s. The presentation of one scene was considered a trial, and before each trial a drift correct marker was presented in the centre of the screen, at which point the participant confirmed that they were looking at this point by pressing a key on the keyboard.
In the Sequential condition, image frames were presented in the original order, giving 10s interval snapshots of the journey. In the Random condition, frames from the same video were presented in a randomized order. The experiment was divided into 4 equal blocks (giving a pause every 18 -29 trials), and the participants had the option to take a break between blocks, at which point the eyetracker was also recalibrated. 
Analysis and Results
General Eye Movement Behaviour
The data from the static scene viewing task consisted of more than 19,000 fixations in each condition. Participants made an average of approximately 14 fixations per trial. First, we asked whether there were any overall differences in the eye movements made when viewing static scenes in a coherent versus a random order. There were no differences between sequential and random orders (independent samples t tests, all ts (27 
Comparison of Spatial Fixation Distributions
This study aims to compare where people look in static scenes and the real world. Comparing multiple fixations ("scanpaths") can be complex, particularly if sequential patterns are important (see Foulsham & Underwood, 2008; Le Meur, & Baccino, 2013) . Here, we focused on the overall spatial similarity between regions inspected in the different conditions by using fixation density maps (Wooding, 2002) and the area under the receiver operating characteristics (ROC) curve (Ehinger, Hidalgo-Sotelo, Torralba, & Oliva, 2009; Tatler, Baddeley, & Gilchrist, 2005; 't Hart et al., 2009 ). This method has become a standard approach for testing computational models of fixation location, and it has a number of advantages because it makes no assumptions about differences in the underlying distributions. In the present case, this method determines the degree to which one set of fixation locations can be predicted by a spatial model formed from another set.
The process for this analysis is shown in Figure 2 . First, a given set of predictor fixations is transformed into a fixation density map by adding Gaussian patches centred on each fixation location. This creates an "attentional landscape," the peaks of which show the regions of space that were looked at most frequently. The Gaussian patch had a standard deviation of approximately 1°, and all maps were scaled to a fixed range of 0 -1, with 1 indicating the most inspected point in the image. This step, therefore, transforms the predictor fixations into a continuous spatial distribution.
Then, a set of criterion locations are compared with the fixation density map. If the map is a close match with these criterion Figure 2 . The analysis used to compare fixations. A fixation density map was generated, with high values (hotspots) indicating locations that were frequently fixated. This map was then used to classify a set of criterion fixations, by thresholding the map at progressively higher values. For each threshold, the map is evaluated by determining how many fixations it captures (hits) compared with nonfixated regions covered (false alarms; see lower right panels). Repeating for many thresholds gives an receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curve depicting how well the map can discriminate criterion fixations from nonfixated locations. In this case, the area under the ROC curve (0.86) indicates that the map is a good predictor. See the online article for the color version of this figure. locations then most of the locations will coincide with high values and, therefore, with peaks on the map. The map is thresholded and used as a binary classifier to discriminate the criterion locations from those that are not fixated. For example, a threshold could be chosen which selects only the top 5% of values as those which will be fixated (a "High threshold" example, see Figure 2 ). The proportion of "hits" is calculated from the number of criterion fixations captured by this threshold. The proportion of "false alarms" is calculated from the number of nonfixated pixels that are incorrectly included by the threshold. For a good classifier such as that in Figure 2 , the above-threshold peaks will successfully capture most of the criterion fixations, leading to a large proportion of hits and a low false alarm rate. When a less stringent level is chosen (e.g., the "Low threshold" in Figure 2 that selects the top 20% of values), more fixations will be captured. However, the higher hit rate will be offset by the higher false alarm rate because of the larger area selected.
Rather than using a single arbitrary threshold, this process is repeated across the full range of possible thresholds. In each case the proportion of hits is compared with the false alarm rate. This results in an ROC curve showing how well the fixations can be predicted by the map. The area under the curve (AUC) provides a measure of the sensitivity of this prediction, ranging from 0 to 1, with a value of 0.5 indicating chance performance. This method provides a robust way to quantify the similarity between looking patterns in sequential and random presentations, as well as whether these can predict looking in the real world. Moreover, because the method essentially relies on ranking the values in the predictor map, it is unaffected by changes in the range or distribution of the map (that are expected with highly variable image content).
All analyses were conducted at the level of the particular image, pooling across all participants who viewed a given scene. We calculated the AUC for each image and report the mean (and 95% CIs) across images, testing between different predictions using related-samples t tests. The first fixation was constrained to the centre of the screen and overlapped in time with the onset of the scene and so this fixation was excluded, along with any that were outside the image frame. Of the 567 images, 9 were excluded because of excessive data loss resulting in fewer than 10 fixations being available. Data and code for analysis are available online from the first author's website.
Comparing Sequential and Random Presentations
Our first analysis compared attentional landscapes in the sequential and random conditions. The aim here is to determine whether the minimal sequential context on offer altered where participants focused their attention. If so, then looking patterns within the sequential condition should be more similar than those compared between conditions. In contrast, if fixations are mostly determined by the contents of the image, then random and sequential conditions will be similar. We used a "split half" method where we attempted to predict a random subset of half of the fixations on each image using (a) the remaining subset of fixations from the same condition; (b) fixations from the same image but the other condition; or (c) fixations from all other images. Table 1 shows the results of these comparisons.
All of the AUCs are far greater than 0.5, demonstrating that there is consistency in where people look across conditions and images. However, there are a number of robust differences. We shall consider the three sets of comparisons in turn.
First, the "Same condition" comparison results in a lower mean AUC in the Random condition than in the Sequential condition. This demonstrates that interobserver consistency was reduced when images were shown in a shuffled order-fixations were literally more random and less likely to cluster together.
Second, the mean AUC was reliably lower when fixations were predicted between conditions compared to within a condition, but only within the Sequential condition (where the CIs do not overlap and a paired t test across images showed a significant difference: t(555) ϭ 5.2, p Ͻ .001, Mean difference ϭ 0.019, 95% CIs on the difference [0.012, 0.026]). Indeed, the only comparison where consistency is notably greater is when fixations are compared within the same condition and with sequential presentation.
Third, the prediction using fixations from other images is weaker in both conditions. This is to be expected, and demonstrates that while general spatial biases can predict fixations better than chance (AUC ϭ ϳ0.72), where other people have looked in the same image is a better model. This analysis confirms, in a data driven manner, that there are differences between looking patterns in the Sequential and Random presentations. Figure 3 gives an example of this difference.
Comparing Static Viewing to Gaze in the Real World
The same comparison method was used to evaluate whether gaze of the original participant who was actually walking in the real world could be predicted by the fixation distributions from static scenes. This analysis relied on moments where there was a valid point of regard from the mobile eyetracker, as well as at least 10 fixations from the equivalent static image. This depended on a single participant's data, and because of data loss in the original study (because of blinks, saccades, lighting artefacts, and other tracking issues), we included 354 frames of data. Using the AUC, we attempted to predict the real-world gaze location from (a) the fixations made on this image during static viewing in the Sequential condition; (b) the fixations made on all other images in the Sequential condition; (c) the fixations made on this image during static viewing in the Random condition; and (d) the fixations made on all other images in the Random condition.
The other image models control for image-independent biases (chiefly the central bias) that were present throughout the static scene viewing experiment. Recently, a comparison of spatial biases across existing image data sets has proposed a standard baseline model that can account for the central bias (Clarke & Tatler, 2014) . We also implemented the model recommended by Clarke and Tatler (e) , which is an anisotropic Gaussian function, 2 (the variance across the horizontal axis) is 0.23 and v (that scales the variance in the vertical axis) is 0.45. Of course, such models are designed to account for fixations on two dimensional (2D) static images presented on computer screens. Spatial biases relative to head direction are also a factor in real-world viewing but there have been few attempts to characterise them and it is possible that they might differ from screen-based data. Finally, therefore, we tried to predict the real-world gaze location from the empirically observed distribution of real-world gaze from all the other frames (f). Figure 4 shows the baseline model alongside the empirically observed distributions from the static conditions and the real-world gaze points. Because these distributions are independent of any particular image, they should be outperformed by models capturing information about the important features of a scene. Table 2 shows the results of all six model comparisons. Although the average AUCs are all greater than 0.5, this predictive power could come from image-independent biases as well as information about attentional priority in a particular scene. There is a modest difference between the prediction from fixations on the same image and those pooled across other images, in both Sequential and Random conditions. This difference was statistically reliable across images (Sequential: t (353) Critically, these values should be interpreted relative to the performance of the two baseline models, which contain no information about the particular image being inspected. Surprisingly, the predictions from static viewing failed to reliably outperform the formula-derived baseline central model, t(353) ϭ 1.09, p ϭ .27 and t(353 ϭ 0.212, p ϭ .83, for Sequential and Random conditions, respectively). Moreover, the empirical central model, which captures the overall tendency for walking participants to look in a particular location, is far better than any model generated from the static scene data. Because we only have gaze from a single participant in each real world scene, it is not possible to calculate interobserver consistency in the same way as within the static scene data. However, it is clear that the predictive power of the data from static scene viewing is worse than we would expect given the results in Table 1 and the baseline models. Figure 5 gives two examples of the gaze location observed in the real world and the distribution provided from Sequential static scene viewing. In some cases (e.g., Figure 5 , left column), the gaze behaviour in lab viewing is a close match with where the actual walker was looking. In other cases, there is a large disparity (e.g., Figure 5 , right column).
In scene viewing experiments, it has been suggested that attentional priorities may change over time and thus that the initial fixations in a scene may be guided in a different way from those later in viewing (Parkhurst, Law, & Niebur, 2002; Tatler et al., 2005; Unema, Pannasch, Joos, & Velichkovsky, 2005) . For example, it might be the case that early fixations are drawn toward the most salient items, or that after the first few seconds observers begin to inspect less salient regions. If this is the case then the first few fixations on a static scene might be a better predictor of gaze in the real world than those fixations drawn from a longer viewing period. This was probably particularly true in the present study, where we forced people to look at a static frame for several (Clarke & Tatler, 2014) . 
Discussion
Attention experiments in general, and eye movement studies in particular, have often examined how individuals process 2D static images presented on a screen. The present investigation tested the extent that data collected in such a manner predicts the way people explore their visual environments in the real world. The match in behaviour between the real environment and pictorial stimuli is a specific example of the worries about ecological validity in perception and cognition that were discussed by Gibson (1979) and Neisser (1976) . We do not consider such issues to be all-or-nothing (e.g., Kingstone et al., 2008) . It may well be that some aspects of attentional selection are preserved when showing participants pictures of the real world, while others are not. Our results can also shed light on some of the properties of stimuli and experiments that are important for the relationship between lab and life.
Our study utilised the following novel procedure. First, we collected real world eye movement behaviour as individuals walked on a university campus (Foulsham et al., 2011) . Second, we systematically extracted static images of those walks at 10 s intervals and showed them to new participants in either sequential or random order. We found that looking at images shown in sequence yielded eye movements that were more similar than looking at images ordered randomly, demonstrating that viewing behaviour was sensitive to the temporal coherency depicted across the static images. There was a small but detectable difference in where people looked in the two conditions. More critically, however, eye movements for the static images shown in sequence or randomly did not differ in their ability to predict where people were looking when those scenes were actually encountered in the real world, and neither performed better than a formula-derived model that assumes that most fixations are directed centrally. By far the best predictor of where people were looking for those individual real world scenes was provided by taking where the eye was normally positioned in the head during a walk in real life. In other words, eye movements to static scenes that factor in the actual information that one could look at do not do any better than a model that simply assumes people look centrally, and all of these do worse than a model that considers simply where the eye tends to be directed in real life.
Our study replicates some aspects of the work by Foulsham et al., (2011) where, using the same mobile eyetracking data, we found reliable differences between real-world gaze and the things looked at while watching a video. The empirical, real-world distribution in Figure 4 mirrors the more general pattern demonstrated throughout the walk and reported in Foulsham et al. (2011) , with gaze being more frequent along the vertical midline. However, in that study we did not investigate the specific locations in the scene that were fixated, and we used a contiguous video presentation meaning that the results might not extend to static scene viewing.
The present study is perhaps most similar to 't Hart et al. (2009) , who also compared mobile gaze to viewers in the lab. In that study, lab participants either watched a continuous video replay of the environment or they saw a randomly ordered sequence of still frames for 1 s each. Their conclusion was that a better prediction of real-world gaze could be made if the continuous replay was used. However, these conditions differed in the fact that one was both a dynamic scene and a stimulus that preserved temporal continguity.
Our first set of findings address whether sequential order alone might improve the model of real-world gaze provided by static scenes. Using a data-driven approach, we observed that looking patterns in randomly ordered scenes were different from those in sequentially ordered scenes, as well as having lower interobserver consistency. This is an example of the context of an image changing the distribution of attention, despite the fact that the very same visual information was present in each case. Obviously, any bottom-up or feature-based model is not going to be able to predict such differences (e.g., raw saliency models; Itti & Koch, 2001 ). Presumably, observers are making eye movements that reflect predictions or expectations about what is going to occur in the future based on what was observed in the past. In other words, eye movements to static visual images are sensitive to interimage coherency and narrative. The same conclusion was reached in a recent study of fixations in comic-strip reading (Foulsham et al., 2016) , and future research needs to determine what sorts of expectations affect attention and how. For example, in the present study, even though participants in the sequential condition did not know exactly what they were going to see next, they may have been more inclined to think about where the participant was moving and thus to look at things in the distance that might appear in the next trial. It should be stressed that the temporal context in this case is really quite minimal, but it might be one way for subsequent studies to increase the realism of their procedure. 't Hart et al. (2009) actually reported that interobserver consistency was higher in randomly presented static frames than in a continuous replay, and they suggested that this was largely because of a central bias exacerbated by the sudden onset of each frame. Critically, the present results go beyond that by demonstrating that even within static presentation, consistency depends on the sequential context. While some of this consistency is because of spatial biases, both conditions were presented in the same fashion and our other image control comparisons demonstrated that information from a particular image is guiding fixations. However, this guidance seems to be less idiosyncratic when scenes are presented in context. It should also be noted that because there were minor differences in the videos from individual walking observers, we are not able to properly assess interobserver consistency in the real world. It would be useful to do this in future studies (e.g., by using a more controlled environment), because normative models of attention can only ever capture what is common amongst individual observers.
While eye movements to static images were better than chance at predicting where people will look when those scenes are encountered in real life, even sequentially ordered scenes were no better than a formula based model that assumes that people generally look centrally. This is problematic for the many studies that wish to make conclusions about real world attention from static scene scanning, and it validates a central claim of Tatler et al., (2011) who criticised the picture-viewing paradigm. This key finding also differs from 't Hart et al. (2009) who found that fixations in static frames (and particularly in continuous movies) could predict gaze in the real world better than spatial biases alone. However, the data in that study came from only 4 lab observers and the empirical model based on lab participants was not much better than chance (mean AUCs between 55% and 63%, but using a different method to the present study). Here, we explicitly modelled the empirical distributions in both scene and real-world, and we also used the recently proposed formula-derived distribution from Clarke and Tatler (2014) . In our study, there was only weak evidence that gaze-worthy features in static scenes reflected where people looked in real life. The numerical advantage for predicting real-world gaze from sequential rather than random presentation is overshadowed by the fact that a much better prediction can be made by assuming a general central distribution.
Why do participants not select the same details when looking at a pictorial representation of the real world as opposed to gazing in the true environment? Of course, while the method in our static scene experiment was not unusual for this topic (e.g., Foulsham, 2015; Foulsham & Underwood, 2008; Parkhurst et al., 2002) , there were many differences between stimuli and procedure compared with the real world walking data. These differences included the smaller visual angle of the scenes and their lack of motion. 't Hart et al. (2009) included a video condition in their study, finding that this condition led to better predictions than presenting static scenes. We would, therefore, expect improved AUC scores if we compared the same (sequential) frames but in a continuous dynamic context. However, in Foulsham et al. (2011) , even with a video condition, there were differences in gaze targets between laboratory and the real world.
Another important difference between the conditions concerns the different task demands evoked by simply looking at an image as opposed to walking in a scene. As in Foulsham et al., (2011) , it is likely that some of the poor predictability arose from participants in the laboratory not fixating features which were important for the active task of locomotion through an environment (such as the path, which is not typically informative or salient for participants merely looking at an image).
The role of task constraints and their match with particular visual information in the world ("affordances") deserves further attention. We did not attempt to closely match the task in the laboratory with that in the real scene. In future work it would be useful to experiment with instructions that might prime participants to pay attention to consistent features. Immersive displays and virtual reality could also generate conditions where the laboratory observer feels more of an active presence. Although additional work is necessary to address the role of particular routefinding goals, the present study did raise some interesting possibilities. For example, with a sequential set of images, participants receive a minimal amount of information about route and movement through space, and we have observed examples of this changing gaze patterns (e.g., Figure 3 ). Context, in combination with task, can shift behaviour. Understanding this dynamic is an exciting future research avenue which promises to inform how we make inferences from artificial test conditions to natural behaviour.
It is clear that there are particular visual cues relating to locomotion and personal safety that are more important in a real-world scenario. It is interesting that some of these features are going to be important across a range of tasks, and might be visually "salient," prompting them to be attended to regardless of the current goals (such as a rapidly moving car). Others features are not salient to those looking at an image, but the only way that we can identify these is through experiments in the real world. On the one hand, feature-based models could be devised which prioritise important regions such as the path (in the same way that models of search can be built to predict biased attention toward targets with particular features; Navalpakkam & Itti, 2005; Zelinsky, 2008) . On the other hand, the present results demonstrate that this enterprise requires a much better understanding of natural gaze and the "targets" that govern its allocation, and that this cannot be accomplished solely from experiments with static scenes.
The current results demonstrate that central biases, both on a screen and within real life, can potentially tell us just as much about where someone will look as can an analysis of the features in the image. We are not the first to point this out, and research has begun to describe systematic biases and their causes during scene viewing in laboratory conditions (Clarke & Tatler, 2014; Foulsham & Underwood, 2008; Tatler & Vincent, 2009; Tseng, Carmi, Cameron, Munoz, & Itti, 2009 ). Clarke and Tatler (2014) have recently argued that choosing an accurate central baseline is particularly important when assessing the performance of different models for predicting fixations in scenes. Using the best average model proposed by Clarke and Tatler, we confirmed that it could predict a considerable amount of the variation in fixation position, even in real-world fixations. However, the shape and interpretation of the central bias in mobile eyetracking is less well understood, and this provides a real opportunity for subsequent research. Although the current dataset comprised a relatively small amount of natural gaze data, the empirically observed distribution (see Figure 4) is similar to that reported in Foulsham et al., (2011) where continuous clips were drawn from the same experiment. In both cases, participants tended to look above the horizontal midline, showing greater variation vertically than they do horizontally, which is quite different from the typical pattern that is found when viewing comparable images on a screen. Part of this pattern is probably because of the tendency for participants to look down while moving forward through the environment, a scanning routine considered in more detail in 't Hart and Einhäuser (2014) . It is critical for those seeking to model patterns in gaze to consider these regularities, and how they should be related to image features. In the present study, the vertical spread of gaze should, perhaps, be seen as an embodied feature of the task (walking) rather than the result of targeting particular visual features. Conceptualising fixations in this way requires a good understanding of the functions of gaze in a particular task (Foulsham, 2015) .
In mobile eye tracking, spatial biases also reflect the position of the head in the world, which tends to be angled slightly below the horizon (Foulsham et al., 2011) . Indeed, the difference between eye movement sampling in the lab and gaze in the real world is also partly because of the head-constrained conditions adopted in most experiments, where the field of view is predefined and fixed. In contrast, in the real world, participants seem to select more often by changing the field of view with head movements. Of course, if all selection was accomplished by the head (such that selected items were in the centre of the scene camera), there would have been no need for observers in the laboratory to move their eyes at all. Therefore, it seems likely that a difference in orienting with the head and the eye is a major determinant of the poor predictability in the present study. To our knowledge, nobody has compared head sampling in the laboratory and the real world (by capturing a wider view of the environment), but this would be a fruitful line of enquiry. The coordination of eye and head movements (see Freedman, 2008) , as well as potential differences in their cognitive consequences (Solman & Kingstone, 2014; Solman, Foulsham, & Kingstone, 2017) , are important to consider when using eyetracking in images to study attention in the real world.
Critically, the general empirically observed distribution of realworld gaze proved much better at predicting the gaze location on individual frames than any other model for fixation. In a mobile eye tracking context, "centre" means head-centred. Therefore, simply assuming that gaze is pointed in the middle of a scene captured by a head camera is as good at predicting where people really look as actually showing them those images on a computer and tracking fixations. And if one simply includes where the eye is usually positioned in the head, one does better than any of those other methods. This means that one can do quite well predicting where people are looking by just looking at the head camera data and assuming that the eye is positioned in the centre. And one could do even better than that by including where the eye is usually positioned in the head, and not being concerned at all about the content of any of the scenes.
We began our study by discussing the work of Tatler et al. (2011) who provided the sobering warning that looking behaviour in computer images may not be especially predictive of looking behaviour in real everyday life. The present study provides a test of that proposal and validates it. Recently, a series of investigations have converged on the conclusion that the way that we pay attention to other people is very different when those people are images on a computer screen, versus people in real life (Foulsham et al., 2011; Risko et al., 2012) . The key difference in this case seems to be that real people can see where you are looking, providing a true communicative context, whereas images on a computer screen cannot look back (Risko, Richardson, & Kingstone, 2016) . It is possible that this effect was also present in the current study (see Figure 5 , e.g., where the observer in the real world is avoiding looking at other pedestrians). The context (laboratory vs. real-world) changes the meaning of social stimuli, which in turn transforms the allocation of attention. The present study extends this principle to scene viewing in general, demonstrating that isolated static scenes do not stimulate attention in the same way as a real world environment.
Résumé
Les recherches portant sur la perception de scènes se réalisent généralement lors d'expériences de laboratoire à l'aide d'images statiques. On a beaucoup appris sur la façon qu'ont les observateurs d'étudier les images du monde réel et les mécanismes attentionnels qui sous-tendent ce comportement. Or, l'utilisation d'images statiques et isolées comme moyen pour étudier l'attention de tous les jours en environnement réel a fait l'objet de critiques affirmant que de telles expériences étaient artificielles. Nous faisons état d'une nouvelle étude qui évalue l'ampleur avec laquelle le monde réel peut être réduit à des stimuli de laboratoire plus simples. Nous avons enregistré le regard de participants se promenant sur un campus universitaire à l'aide d'un oculomètre mobile, puis avons montré les images statiques de cette promenade à de nouveaux participants, soit dans un ordre séquentiel ou aléatoire. L'objectif était de comparer le regard de participants se promenant dans l'environnement réel tout en fixant des photos représentant la même scène. Les données montrent que l'ordre des images affecte la constance en termes de fixation entre observateurs et modifie les schémas de regard. De façon critique, tandis que les fixations sur les images statiques se chevauchaient considérablement avec les mouvements oculaires du monde réel, elles ne le faisaient pas plus qu'un modèle supposant un biais général par rapport au centre. De façon remarquable, un modèle qui prend simplement en compte l'emplacement des yeux dans le visageindépendamment de ce qui se trouve dans la scène -réussit bien mieux que tout autre modèle. Ces données révèlent que les sché-mas de visualisation des scènes statiques sont un moyen faible pour prédire le comportement des mouvements oculaires du monde réel, tout en mettant en lumière des possibilités fascinantes de mieux mesurer l'attention dans la vie de tous les jours.
Mots-clés : attention, mouvements oculaires, perception des scènes.
